Abstract-On-board processing (OBP), a paradigm that allows for manipulation of the signal at the satellite transponder, is being embraced by a large section of the satellite community. Exploiting OBP can lead to efficient implementation, bandwidth saving, lower redundancy, and better performance. Enabling processing aboard a satellite necessitates re-assessing the implementation of a number of signal processing techniques which, so far, have been ground-centric. In this work, we investigate the possibility of implementing signal predistortion (SPD) aboard a satellite having digital transparent processor (DTP). Such satellites employ transponders that allow for the implementation of limited functionalities in the digital domain. On-board predistortion can then be performed on the digitized data and can provide better performance compared to on-ground techniques. However, the conversion to the digital domain performed by an analogto-digital converter (ADC) introduces different types of noise. Among these, the clock jitter requires the implementation of estimation and compensation algorithms. In this paper we propose a reduced-complexity on-board signal predistortion algorithm capable of post-compensating the jitter introduced by the ADC, and pre-compensating the distortion generated by the amplifier.
I. INTRODUCTION
Satellite communications, buoyed by new markets (e.g., maritime and aeronautical) and emerging applications (e.g., broadband internet, machine to machine, UHDTV/3DTV), are seeing a huge demand in terms of connectivity and throughput. Multi-beam architectures, along with novel signal processing and digital communication techniques like precoding for full frequency reuse [1] , [2] and predistortion [3] , have been proposed for efficient utilization of the existing spectrum. However, most of these techniques are implemented on-ground due to the use of transparent satellites where on-board signal processing is limited to channelization and amplification. While on-ground solutions provide for a low-complexity implementation, they are not necessarily efficient: for example, on-ground predistortion suffers from bandwidth restrictions on the feeder link as well as from the presence of input multiplexer (IMUX). Towards resolving these issues, there has been, of late, an investigation on the benefits of enabling on-board processing (OBP). Despite the idea not being recent [4] , OBP has been neglected for many years by the research community mainly because of the several technological and feasibility issues raised by the satellite industry. OBP's core idea is to enable digital signal processing aboard the satellite in order to improve the performance of the system. Even though most of the currently employed civilian communication satellites are completely transparent, recent advances in device technology [5] have resulted in several satellites being provided with some on-board processing capability (e.g., SES-14 satellite).
There are two distinct types of transponders allowing OBP: those with digital transparent processing (DTP), and the fully regenerative (FR) ones. The payload of the FR transponders includes functionalities such as encoding/decoding, making the satellite deployment futuristic. On the other hand, the DTP transponder is an intermediate solution: no data-level functionality is available, but some digital operations can still be performed on the received digitized signal. For example, DTP can be used to implement efficient routing [6] , or to increase the spectral efficiency of the feeder link [7] .
Unfortunately, higher costs and complex payloads are not the only drawbacks of OBP. Along with the transition to the digital domain, new noise sources appear. The analogto-digital converter (ADC) introduces three main types of noise: quantization noise (QN), clock jitter, and thermal noise [8] . QN can be mitigated by using a sigma-delta ADC [9] so that the residual noise can be modeled jointly with the thermal noise as zero-mean complex additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN). On the other hand, the clock jitter cannot be easily removed since its power spectral density (PSD) occupies the signal band [9] . Clock jitter is caused by phase noise affecting the clock oscillator of the ADC and generates a nonuniform sampling of the input signal. This mismatch leads to a degradation of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) inside the transponder [10] . In recent years, different approaches have been proposed so as to cope with its effects [11] - [13] , but all of the proposed techniques suffer from a high complexity.
In order to asses the advantages of OBP, this paper focuses on DTP payloads and considers implementing on-board predistortion. The motivations for the choice of predistortion are twofold: (i) There is an increasing push towards countering the nonlinear impairments introduced by the on-board high power amplifier (HPA) to achieve higher power and spectral efficiencies [14] . (ii) Predistortion can be implemented by using the digital samples provided by the DTP.
Several on-ground techniques, like data predistortion (DPD) and signal predistortion (SPD), have been proposed to mitigate the channel nonlinear response. DPD processes constellation symbols [3] , while SPD acts on the waveform [15] , [16] .
While each technique has its own pros and cons, DPD cannot be implemented with DTP-based payloads. Hence the focus of the paper is on the efficient on-board implementation of SPD. All the SPD techniques cause a spectral regrowth in the signal PSD that can be a serious problem in satellite communications, where transmitted signals have to satisfy tight emission masks. Nevertheless, OBP opens new ways to the SPD design. Indeed, while on-ground SPD has to deal with the stringent requirements of the emission masks, these constraints are weak or absent when implemented on-board. Moreover, an attractive way to cope with the high computational complexity of the SPD algorithms is resorting to a look-up table (LUT) approach for its digital implementation. Indeed, the LUT does not require the realization of nonlinear operations in hardware and can be fully implemented on a digital processor.
The contribution of this paper is a framework for the design of on-board SPD where the on-board impairments are taken into account. In particular, we design an SPD algorithm based on the statistical knowledge of the clock jitter. The proposed SPD post-compensates on average for the jitter and precompensates for the nonlinear distortion caused by the HPA. A LUT-based implementation is envisaged, and a novel iterative semi-analytical approach for identifying the predistorter parameters is derived. We will highlight the effects of on-board impairments and the gains provided by the proposed solution over a traditional on-ground approach.
II. SCENARIO AND SYSTEM MODEL
We consider a typical Ka-band broadcast application from a geostationary satellite. The uplink signal from a gateway can either correspond to a single carrier or multiplexed carriers. In the latter case, we assume the carriers to correspond to different services. Finally, we assume a receiver capable of decoding only a single carrier. For the sake of simplicity, we neglect the interactions with the adjacent transponders. Moreover, since the focus of this paper is on on-board predistortion, we assume an ideal feeder link and an AWGN user link.
A. DTP-based Payload
x(t) y(t) OMUX We consider the payload architecture illustrated in Fig. 1 , which depicts a DTP-based transponder comprising an IMUX filter, an ADC, a predistorter, a digital-to-analog converter (DAC), a traveling-wave tube amplifier (TWTA), and an output multiplexing (OMUX) filter. The IMUX filter can be either analog (as in transparent transponders) or digital. For the sake of simplicity, we have assumed it analog.
Let us denote by s(t) the analog signal at the output of the IMUX filter. An ideal ADC would perform the digitization giving as output the sampled signal s[n] = s(nT s ), where T s is the sampling interval 1 . In order to model the clock jitter, some approximations have to be introduced, and it can be shown that they hold under mild assumptions [13] : 1) the jitter sampled process e[n] is a real 2 zero-mean colored Gaussian process with standard deviation σ e = ηT s , where η ∈ [0, 1]; 2) the jitter is small in comparison to T s , i.e., η 1; 3) variations in the jitter are much slower than the signal. Residual QN and thermal noise are modeled as the sampled version of a single complex white Gaussian process w(t) with mean zero and variance σ 2 per component. Under these assumptions, the input of the SPD can be described as
whereṡ[n] is the sampled first-order derivative of s(t) [13] . The on-board SPD is then included, whose details are presented in Sections II-B and III. Subsequently, the output of the SPD is then converted into the analog domain by a DAC, assumed to be ideal. In other words, x(t) is assumed to be the faithful reconstruction of the digital signal x[n].
B. Amplifier and Predistorter Modeling
The input-output characteristics of the amplifier is a nonlinear non-invertible memoryless function, typically given as tabulated AM/AM and AM/PM characteristics. This function can be approximated by a memoryless third-order Volterra series expansion as
where the coefficients α and β are assumed to be complex and have to be optimized offline to emulate the channel characteristics, as shown in Section III. As SPD model we choose a memoryless third-order polynomial function, namely
since it provides for a satisfactory trade-off between performance and complexity [17] . Since we are focusing on the performance aboard the satellite and not at the user terminal, we will neglect the effects of the OMUX filter, assuming that they can be taken into account by the user terminal. Two well-known methods to estimate the SPD parameters exist. Most of the predistortion algorithms in the literature resort to the indirect method, i.e., they approximately postinvert the channel and use the estimated post-inverse as predistorter [15] . On the other hand, the direct method, based on the pre-inversion on the channel, has been less investigated [16] . The SPD techniques based on the indirect method are affected by noisy measurements and by the assumption that a pre-compensation based on the post-inverse would give good performance results. In fact, nonlinear blocks do not commute and the chain performance does depend on the order of the nonlinear operations [16] . In Section III we will describe a novel iterative semi-analytical procedure to optimize the values of the SPD parameters. This procedure is based on the direct method and exploits the statistics of the jitter affecting the input of the SPD, as shown in Fig. 1 and modeled in (1) .
III. PREDISTORTER OPTIMIZATION
The optimization of the predistorter coefficients is carried out in different stages, as described in the following.
A. Parameter Estimation
Assumingỹ(t) to be the output of the TWTA computed by using the AM/AM and AM/PM characteristics, the optimal Volterra series coefficients α and β can be jointly estimated by minimizing α, β = argmin
where E x {.} denotes the expectation with respect to the signal x(t). This is a least squares minimization problem where the error function is linear in the coefficients α and β.
The SPD parameters, γ and δ, can be found by resorting to a similar minimization problem, i.e., γ, δ = argmin
where E{.} denotes the expectation with respect to the signal s(t), the jitter e[n], and the thermal noise w[n]. However, now the error function is nonlinear in the coefficients γ and δ because of (2), and the method used to estimate the Volterra coefficients of the TWTA cannot be used any longer. Therefore, the minimization has to be done numerically. Unfortunately, finding a solution for (4) is a formidable task. Hence, we transform the minimization problem in (4) into an equivalent constraint-satisfaction problem that can be solved by exploiting the Divide & Concur (D&C) algorithm [18] .
B. Divide & Concur Algorithm
The D&C is an iterative heuristic algorithm widely used to solve constraint-satisfaction problems in many different fields [18] . D&C introduces replicas of each variable, one for each constraint it is involved in. Different replicas of the same variable eventually have to equal each other, but temporarily they are allowed to be unequal while satisfying different constraints. In other words, temporary solutions are found for each constraint separately (possibly in parallel), and then melded into the final solution. For a more detailed description of the algorithm, its interpretation as a messagepassing algorithm, and some examples, the reader can refer to [18] and references therein.
The algorithm can be summarized in the following steps:
1) Divide Projection (DP): for each constraint, it moves the current replicas of the involved variables to the nearest values (in the Euclidean sense) that satisfy the constraint. 2) Concur Projection (CP): for each variable, it averages all its replica values. The easiest way to combine the two steps is through alternating projections. By denoting as c k the set of replicas at the k-th iteration, the resulting updating rule is
where P D (.) denotes the DP and P C (.) the CP as defined in [18] . Unfortunately, with this schedule the algorithm easily gets stuck in a trap (i.e., a loop where the replicas first satisfy the DP but not the CP, then they satisfy the CP but not the DP, and then go right back to the previous values satisfying the DP but not the CP). A way to escape from traps is the socalled Difference-Map (DM) dynamics [18] , which modifies the update rule as
where the order of the projections (first DP and then CP) and the factor 2 are heuristic. In the following, we will adopt the update rule (5) and specialize it to the problem given by (4).
C. Constraint-Satisfaction Formulation
In order to convert the minimization problem in (4) into a constraint-satisfaction problem, we reformulate it by exploiting the first-and second-order necessary conditions for local minima. We then use these conditions as constraints in the D&C algorithm. However, these conditions do not guarantee the determination of the global minimum and the solution provided by the D&C algorithm is sensitive to the initialization. Therefore, a multi-start approach with random starting points is mandatory. For simplicity, the following analysis is carried out in the digital domain, by neglecting the ideal DAC and performing the optimization using the samples y[n] instead of y(t) as output of the TWTA. T (respectively, s) as the vector containing N consecutive samples of y(t) (respectively, s(t)). The necessary first-and second-order conditions for local minima are
where ∇ c * f (c, c * ) denotes the conjugated complex gradient of the objective function, and Hf (c, c * ) is the Hessian matrix, which has to be positive semi-definite [19] . In order to be practically implemented in the D&C algorithm, these two conditions have to be transformed into a set of equivalent realvalued constraints. The stationarity condition can be equivalently represented by four real-valued equality constraints, i.e., by imposing the real and the imaginary part of each of the two components of the gradient to be equal to zero. Since the Hessian matrix is Hermitian, it is positive semi-definite if and only if all of its principal minors are non-negative. Since Hf (c, c * ) is a 4-by-4 dimensional matrix, this translates into fifteen real-valued inequality constraints.
In order to derive handier expressions for (7) T . By replacing (1)−(3) into (4), we can rewrite the objective function as
where ⊗ denotes the Kronecker product, and where we have introduced the matrices 3 Φ (1) = α[r, |r| 2
•r] and
• r]. Matrices {Φ (i) } collect the SPD input signal (1) and its higher-order components generated by the cascade of SPD and TWTA, scaled by the estimated TWTA coefficients. An optimization with higher accuracy can be performed by considering a fifthorder Volterra series expansion instead of (2), and increasing the nonlinearity order in (3). However, we limit our analysis to the third-order case as a proof of concept. By expanding the Euclidean norm and performing the expectation with respect to the jitter and the thermal noise, (8) can be written as
where
is a real Gaussian process, only its even moments are nonzero. This means that nearly half of the terms resulting from the inner products {Φ (i)H Φ (j) } and {s H Φ (i) } will be equal to zero. Moreover, the inner products act as a time average over s[n] and its derivative. Since s(t) andṡ(t) are assumed to be zero-mean (which is reasonable for a pass-band signal), only the terms having the form a |s| 2 |ṡ| 2m (where a is a real number, and m are non-negative integers) need to be evaluated. Indeed, all the other terms asymptotically (in N ) converge to zero. Finally, the thermal noise w[n] has typically a variance much smaller than the jitter's one. This scale difference allows us to neglect all the terms depending on σ 2 . Therefore, after some long algebra and by taking into account only the relevant nonzero terms, it is possible to rewrite the local minima conditions in (7) as functions of c, {A ij }, and {B i }. We then can derive their equivalent realvalued constraints, omitted here for lack of space, that will be used by the D&C algorithm.
D. Look-Up Table Implementation
Finally, the SPD algorithm can be summarized as follows: 1) Optimization of the TWTA parameters. 3 The symbol • represents the Hadamard product, and with a slight abuse of notation we denote by |a| n a vector having |a k | n as k-th entry (e.g.,
2) Optimization of the SPD parameters by using D&C with DM update. The constraints are the one derived by replacing (9) in (7), and the variables are γ and δ. 3) LUT implementation of (3) on a DTP. Since the optimization is performed offline, the LUT cannot follow the variations of the amplifier characteristics. An adaptive on-board SPD will be envisaged in future works.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We choose the uplink signal to be a 16-APSK modulated DVB-S2X single-carrier signal with a roll-off 0.1 and a symbol rate of 27.5 MBaud [20] . As IMUX and TWTA we choose the reference responses described in [21] , and scale the IMUX so as to have an OMUX with -3 dB bandwidth of 38 MHz. For the offline optimization of the predistorter, N = 10 5 randomly generated symbols are considered, as well as an oversampling factor N s = 10. The SNR of s[n] with respect to w[n] is assumed to be 65 dB, which is much lower than the SNR in state-of-the-art ADCs [8] , while the SNR on the downlink is assumed to be 15 dB [20] . For the jitter generation, a phase noise bandwidth of 1 MHz has been considered [13] .
Since the D&C algorithm is iterative, it becomes imperative to impose a termination criterion. Hence, at each iteration of the D&C algorithm, the resulting predistorter coefficients are employed to compute (6) by using Monte Carlo simulations.
To have an accurate representation of the system, the actual AM/AM and AM/PM characteristics are used instead of (2). The algorithm is terminated when the improvement in (6) is below 0.1% in 20 consecutive iterations. Then, the value of (6) is stored and the final choice of the optimal parameters is done by selecting the ones showing the lowest value.
We test the performance of our algorithm in terms of signal-to-interference-and-noise ratio (SINR) defined as SINR(OBO) = P S (OBO)/(P I (OBO) + P N (OBO)), where the signal power P S , the interference power P I , and the thermal noise power P N (accounting for both the noise onboard and in the downlink) are all functions of the output backoff (OBO) and are computed at the input of the receiver. The interference accounted in the SINR stems from the nonlinear interaction (caused by both SPD and TWTA) among the signal, the jitter, and the thermal noise. We compute the OBO and the SINR for different values of input back-off (IBO), ranging from 0 dB (i.e., heavy saturation) to 21 dB (i.e., linear region), with step-size of 3 dB.
We first compare the ideal performance of the proposed SPD (i.e., with no jitter aboard) with its on-ground counterpart obtained by using D&C. The OMUX artifacts are not considered and both predistorters are assumed memoryless for fair comparison. Fig. 2 shows that on-board SPD outperforms its on-ground counterpart both in terms of SINR (providing a 0.4 dB gain at OBO = 4 dB) and in terms of OBO (providing a 2 dB gain at SINR = 9.5 dB). The on-ground SPD has to compensate for the IMUX as well, but since the chosen SPD function is memoryless, it is not suitable to deal with the memory introduced by the filter. Moreover, the IMUX cuts off the tails of the signal PSD, therefore signals with a higher no jitt, SPD 5% jitt, SPD 5% jitt, SPD+jitt 10% jitt, SPD 10% jitt, SPD+jitt Fig. 3 . SINR vs. OBO for the ideal OBP system, compared to the same system with SPD optimized taking into account the jitter or not, for jitter standard deviation σe = 0.05Ts and σe = 0.1Ts.
baudrate would experience an additional degradation. Even with smaller SINR gains, the DVB-S2X standard allows to use different MODCODs with higher spectral efficiency [20] , while the OBO gain is of interest to satellite operators because it translates into a more power-efficient amplification. Fig. 3 shows that taking into account the jitter statistics during the optimization of the SPD coefficients is beneficial, even in the case of extremely high jitter (i.e., σ e = 0.1T s ). Namely, by taking the jitter into account we can achieve an extra SINR gain of 0.1 dB (at OBO = 4 dB). For more realistic values of σ e (e.g., σ e = 0.05T s , which is still considered a very high value [13] ), we can obtain nearly optimal performance. This allows us to discard any jitter compensation hardware from the satellite payload and resort to a cheaper and noisier ADC.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we proposed a novel on-board SPD algorithm for satellites with DTP. The predistorter can efficiently precompensate for the distortion introduced by the nonlinear amplifier. Moreover, by taking into account the jitter statistics during the optimization process, it can also post-compensate for the jitter generated by the ADC. With the proposed SPD, a cheap and noisy ADC can be used and no dedicated hardware for de-jittering is required, allowing a reduction of the payload mass and the transponder power consumption. Finally, in order to further reduce the payload complexity, the proposed predistorter can be implemented directly in a DTP as a LUT.
